The purpose of this paper is to contribute to the natural logic program which invents logics in natural language. This study presents two logics: a logical system called ) , (   R containing transitive verbs and a more expressive logical system ) , , ( IA   R containing both transitive verbs and intersective adjectives. The paper offers three different set-theoretic semantics which are equivalent for the logics.
Introduction
Relational syllogistic theories have been taking place in wide applications of different areas such as in natural language theory and generalized quantifiers [5] , [1] , [7] , [9] , [8] , [22] , in algebraic structures [2] , [3] , [16] , [20] , in formal logic [4] , [11] , [12] , [15] , [14] , [17] . The Aristotelian syllogistic did not touch on the validity of sentences containing transitive verbs. De Morgan presented traditional syllogism within relational facts [6] . De Morgan did not mention syllogisms with binary relations with the intention of transitive verbs. Hartmann and Moss extended syllogism with binary relations with the aim of using transitive verbs [17] . Moss presented a logical study using of intersective adjectives in basic syllogistic [12] . Nikolay and Dimiter presented a system of relational syllogistic, based on classical propositional logic and Stone theory [10] .
This paper considers the so-called informative verbs. In its atomic propositions -QS + verb + QS ‖ and -QS + verb + 1 QP + to + 2 QP ‖ where } , { all some Q  . These verbs designate actions which can be observed and are not depended on their utterances (‗to run', ‗to take', etc.). However, there are also the so-called performative verbs. They are carried out only by means of uttering them aloud (‗to love', ‗to hate', etc.). The syllogistic for performative propositions is first introduced in [18] . In this system, there are examined concepts which have no denotations at all verbs such ‗love', ‗hate', etc. For these concepts, therefore, we can not define an inclusion relation and we need a novel formal system. Some applications of that new syllogistic are proposed in [18] , [19] .
The current author of this paper presented algebraic semantics (bounded meet semi-lattice) of 32 binary and ternary relational logics by using congruence theory [21] . This paper offers some different semantics for ) , (   R and ) , , ( IA   R .
1.1.Some Explanations on Inference Patterns and Languages of the Logics
In this paper, we study three different equivalent set-theoretic models for inference patterns of sentences in natural language related to intersective adjective phrases in binary relational (transitive verbs) syllogistics. In this sense, there are two logics ) , (   R and ) , , (
which is a follow-up the work of Moss [20] . Sentences of the language of ) , (   R consist of two quantifiers -for all‖ (  ) and -exists‖ ( ), and plural nouns and also transitive verbs, but ) , , (
's also include intersective adjectives. Our approach to sentences with or without intersective adjectives falls in model-theoretic semantics. The interpretation of a phrase such as red cars would be the intersection of the interpretation of -red things‖ and a set of -car individuals‖.
English sentences such as -all students love some cleaver teachers‖ are ambiguous. We use these kinds of sentences in meaning of -there is at least one cleaver teacher who all students love‖. In this regard, the sentences reflect binary relational perspective directly in our logics. Universal quantifiers entail existential quantifiers in our logics because the interpretation of nouns does not allow to be empty set as is in Corcoran's syllogistic system [5] . Some examples of the inference patterns in our languages as follows:
Therefore, some students love some teachers (i) Some cleaver students see all teachers (ii) Some instructive teachers see some janitors
Therefore, some students see some instructive teachers Inferences in Aristotle's syllogistic let sentences to obtain nouns in their conclusions from different the ones in their premises. Although the plural noun educators is not be contained by the premise (i), it does by the conclusion as can be seen in (I3).
(i) Some students see all teachers (ii) All teachers are educators
Therefore, some students see some educators
Turning to binary syllogistic ) , R(   without Aristotle's, one must make inferences with sentences having the same relations, the same nouns and the same orders both in premises and in conclusions as in example (I1). Under the circumstances, the changes must be situated in quantifiers in derivations of the syllogistics but no changes for nouns and relations. On the one hand, the unchangeability of nouns and relations force the structure ) , R(   to have equivalence classes (see remarks 2.11 and 3.10). Concerning with binary syllogistic ,IA) , R(   without Aristotle's, the plural adjectival noun instructive 33 teachers is not be contained by the premise (i) but it is contained by the conclusion as can be seen in (I2). This indicates that if there is an intersective adjectival noun in premises, we may have it in conclusion to restrict inferences by intersective adjectival nouns. This situation induces to force using of equivalence classes within the structure ,IA) , R(   . In other words, if there is no intersective adjectival noun in premises, we can not make an inference containing intersective adjectival nouns.
Finally, notice that the set of nouns and relations have countable sizes and all models are finite throughout the paper. Languages of the logics in this paper are not closed under boolean operations and do not have recursion.
The Logic of
Our syntax starts with a collection P of unary atoms (for nouns) and another collection, R of binary atoms (for transitive verbs). A transitive verb takes a subject and a direct object -shall be interpreted as a binary relation on the universe M . 
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2.1.Model Construction
Here, we give some definitions and examples to clarify the paper. 
Definition 2.7. We define an translation from
as the following: . We define a translation from  to 
Definition 2.14.
, in other words,
Proof 2.15. We will prove the theorem on complexity of sentences of  and elements of
. It is clear by Lemma 2.2. . We define the set of nouns, and denote nouns by letters like , , p n and q , by saying that the basic nouns are nouns, and if x is a noun and a is an intersective adjective, then x a is a noun. We call these nouns of the form x a complex nouns. We do not allow productive predictions which allow to be used more than one adjective in a complex noun such as x b a : where a and b are adjectives and x is a basic noun. One collection P of unary atoms (for nouns) and another collection, R of binary atoms (for transitive verbs). As is in ) , R(   , verbs will be interpreted as binary relations on the universe M . 
, and for each binary atom r ,
. We interpret set terms by subsets of M in the following way:
Here is how set terms are read: 
Finally, we have the definition of truth in a model: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) .
p and q are basic nouns or complex nouns. (6), (7), (8), (9), (10 Figure 3 and Figure 4 may be checked in the worst-case scenario for derivations in the logic. A model construction which tests being an element of a set and being a subset of a set is desired to not check the derivations in the scenario. 
Model Construction
Definition 3.5. We define an translation from
as the following: 
M is composed of all elements in Table 3 and Table 4 . The sign  indicates the sentences that can be derived from the sentence next to in the figures. 
